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Our mission is to be a dynamic
and innovative arts organisation
that is essential to the
Tuggeranong region and the ACT.
Tuggeranong Arts Centre has been the home of the arts in the south for over 25
years. Our priorities for the next 5 years are to invite the community to practice and
appreciate art and its relevance to local and global social issues, to collaborate with
the arts and community sectors across the ACT and to develop active audiences for
art beyond TAC, whilst shaping cultural and community identity.
2018 BOARD
Don Cumming, President
Jenny Hargreaves, Vice President
John Hargreaves, Treasurer
James Mallett, Secretary
Greg Friedewald, Member
Hamish Sinclair, Member
Eva Cawthorne, Member
Karl Maftoum, Member
Lorena Quinlivan, Member
Sam Wong, Member
2018 FUNDING RECEIVED
Arts ACT, Community Relations and
Funding Support / ACT Community
Service Directorate, and the
Australian Government Regional
Arts Fund.

STAFF
Rauny Worm - Chief Executive Officer
Amanda Pollok - Operations Manager
Aidan Delaney - Creative Producer, CACD Program
Kimberley Brady / Cassidy Richens - Communications Officer
Caroline Wall - Fresh Funk Artistic Director
Narelle Phillips - Visual Arts Manager
Jacqui Malins- Project Officer
Penny Stott - Messengers Program Manager
Kelsey van der Tuin - Messengers Support worker
Peter Jordan / Oki Widodo - Finance Officer
Lily Platts - Front of House, Events
Tom Buckland, Cerri Murphy, Siena Di Giovanni-Arundell and
Jiraay Pearson - Front of House, Events (casual)
Nevanka McKeon - First Nations Program Officer
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The Hunger Games, Fresh Funk's
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Our vision is to be a vibrant,
connected and creative
Tuggeranong community.

PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
Reporting on the achievements of
the past year must commence with
the notable increase of funding for
new programs in 2019.
A collaborative approach to arts development
between the two regional key arts organisations,
Belconnen Arts Centre & Tuggeranong
Community Arts Association, was rewarded
with the successful tender for a three-year arts
development program in both Gungahlin and
Woden.
On behalf of the management committee of TCAA,
I congratulate the leaders of both organisations
for their vision and the vigour they demonstrated
to set the foundations for future arts development
in both of these regions. In times of limited
economic growth, poor wages growth, and
grave environmental concerns across the planet,
it is rewarding to govern an organisation that
continues to thrive.
Photo: Martin Ollman, cellist David Pereira performing
at the opening of Another Day in Paradise, 2018.

Throughout 2018 at Tuggeranong Arts Centre we
witnessed stories of marginalization, injustice,
and loss through brave projects highlighting
the plight of fellow Australians and residents of
the world, just as we experienced fine music,
beauty, inspiration and contagious fun. I also
take this opportunity to highlight the work of
the community in reinventing a celebration for
Tuggeranong: SouthFest. TCAA remains committed
to adding creative value to this new venture.
Looking forward, we will continue to ensure that
TCAA remains a vibrant, sustainable, forwardthinking resource for all in our community.
Don Cumming
President

TREASURER'S
REPORT

Please visit our website for a full set of
Tuggeranong Community Arts Association's
financial statements.
Artist Hangama Obaidullah at the opening of her
solo exhibition ‘Street Children of Kabul and other
works’ in June 2018.

CEO’S
REPORT
The 2018 theme of Entropy across the
Arts Centre’s programming certainly
defined the year. Quite ecstatic at
the creative responses received, the
program allowed for much exploration,
experimentation, reflection and fun.
In particular, 2018 was a significant year for our two
flagship programs - the Fresh Funk Dance Program
and the Messengers Youth Mental Health Arts
Program. Both celebrated their 18th Birthdays,
reflecting on their beginnings, their growth and the
impact they have had. Not only have these programs
delivered high quality artistic and dance skills to
thousands of individuals, they have also made an
impact on our community cultural development across
the region. Their consistent and committed program
delivery with a professional focus on social skills
development, personal resilience and increased health
& well-being have played a significant role in achieving
improved population health outcomes for the ACT
over the past 18 years.
Another memorable project that will certainly go
down in the history of this organisation as one of the
most significant to-date was Another Day in Paradise
– a touring exhibition of the art of Myuran Sukumaran
and artworks developed in response to his work
by significant contemporary Australian artists. An
engaging and innovative series of public programs,
The Human Condition, accompanied the exhibition.

Also a highlight, was a wonderful and ambitious
theatrical experiment, Just like Clockwork, in which
22 young Canberrans wrote, produced and performed
an original piece of musical theatre. This 26-week
project lead by two of the ACT’s finest musical theatre
practitioners for children, Tim & Nathalie Bevitt, was
a huge success in bringing together a large group
of children from all walks of life to explore entropy
through the wild imaginations of childhood. Making
a theatre-development experience of this calibre
accessible to children shows the uniqueness of the
ACT’s arts landscape.
A special moment in 2018 was the presentation of
the National Trust ACT Heritage Award to the Arts
Centre & Aunty Agnes Shea for the community
cultural project: Violet’s Park. The memorial sculpture
in Ngunnawal’s park, named after Aunty Agnes’s
mother and Ngunnawal Elder Violet Bulger, along with
accompanying signage, was a collaboration between
artists Tony Steel, Brett Carpenter and the Shea/
Walker family.
I’d like to thank all of the bold, brave and generous
artists and community members we have worked
with over the year. Thanks also to the energetic
and passionate staff team making our programs
and projects so interesting and challenging. My
deep appreciation goes to the TCAA Management
Committee, for supporting big ideas and
understanding that great art and strong communities
thrive, when arts leaders are allowed to take risks.
Stay tuned, as we continue to grow in 2019 through
increased support from the ACT Government and
other supporters.

Photo: Ngunnawal Elder Aunty Agnes Shea and TAC
CEO Rauny Worm at the presentation of the ACT
Heritage Award, for the Violet’s Park project 2018.

Artwork: Myuran Sukumaran,
28/04/2015 (detail). Oil on canvas board.

ANOTHER DAY
IN PARADISE
In March & April 2018, Tuggeranong
Arts Centre presented Another Day
in Paradise, a major exhibition by
artist Myuran Sukumaran along
with a series of artworks by leading
Australian artists, Abdul-Rahman
Abdullah, Megan Cope, Jagath
Dheerasekara, Khaled Sabsabi,
and Matthew Sleeth, whose works
responded to the death penalty and
profiled human rights.
Curated by Ben Quilty and Michael Dagostino,
Another Day in Paradise was developed by
Campbelltown Arts Centre and first presented as
part of Sydney Festival. The exhibition included a
vast and sobering series of powerful portraits by
Sukumaran, painted during his incarceration at Bali’s
Kerobokan jail and from his final incarceration on
Nusa Kambangan Island.
The exhibition was a cornerstone of TAC’s 2018
program and, along with the accompanying The
Human Condition public programs, highlighted
the importance of forgiveness and compassion for
humanity, while proving the profound power of art
to change lives.

The exhibition was officially opened on Thursday 1
March by Deputy Leader of the Opposition Tanya
Plibersek, alongside speeches by ACT Minister for
the Arts Gordon Ramsay, Sukumaran’s mentor and
exhibition co-curator Ben Quilty, and his brother
Chinthu Sukumaran. The event was hosted by
journalist Mark Davis and attended by Sukumaran’s
family (mother Raji, brother Chinthu and sister
Brintha). Performances by cellist David Pereira and
the Woden Valley Youth Choir enriched the mood
and further demonstrated the power of art to
inspire and transform.
The exhibition was visited by record audiences for
Tuggeranong Arts Centre, attesting to the powerful
themes of the work and strong public interest
in Sukumaran’s story. Central to the audience
engagement strategy was an exhibition tour
package which was developed by TAC and delivered
to a wide range of groups, including local college
students, tertiary education students, aged care
residents, TAC resident groups, and the general
public.
The Centre also created a number of other
targeted engagement opportunities, including:
art workshops that were delivered to PCYC youth
diversion programs and residential drug and alcohol
treatment clients; the My Human Condition youth
self-portrait award and Word Portraits writing
competition; as well as, a collaboration with Radford
College to develop a series of education resources in
English and Visual Arts.

THE HUMAN
CONDITION
The Human Condition was a suite of
public programs presented alongside
Another Day in Paradise, which
provided an opportunity to extend
and deepen engagement with artwork
already connected to a compelling
story, and emotionally powerful in
its own right.
The program focused on artforms such as music,
theatre, dance, and literature, looking for ways to
bring them into play with the artworks, either directly
or thematically. This resulted in activities including
concerts, poetry reading, and drama performance in
the gallery. Conversation was also used as a method
for engagement, including community conversations
like the Death Café, the Penalties and Purpose panel
discussion, and film screenings with filmmakers’ talks.
The program engaged more than 40 artists across
20 events. Highlights included: A Vigil for the Moon
- a concert developed to engage young people and
performers in the themes of loss, compassion, hope
and redemption carried by Sukumaran’s artwork
and story; Skin and Bone – a responsive drama
performance by Year 12 students from Orana Steiner
School; and Penalties and Purpose - a panel of
speakers from diverse perspectives who discussed
the purpose of penalties, including the death penalty
and incarceration, globally and within Australia.

The program culminated in The Final Hours – a
creative vigil which commemorated the third
anniversary of Myuran Sukumaran’s death and the
final day of the exhibition. For this special event, the
Centre’s spaces were opened to artists working in
any form to respond to Sukumaran’s story and his
final series of paintings. Artists were able to choose
to respond to Sukumaran’s work directly, confront
the ethics and politics of the death penalty, question
their own mortality, or react in other ways entirely.
Throughout the day, exhibition visitors were invited
to view the artists at work as well as attend a number
of scheduled performances and presentations.
LIST OF EVENTS
The Human Condition Death
Café – Saturday 3 March
2018.
A Vigil for the Moon concert
featuring: Woden Valley
Youth Choir, Fresh Funk,
cellist Ariel Chou, and poets
Taya Papworth and Ryder
Gavin – 17 March 2018.
‘Just Punishment’ screening
and director’s talk with Kim
Beamish – Thursday 22
March 2018.
Penalties and Purpose
panel discussion with Julian
McMahon AC, Dr Amanda
Porter, and Tasneem Chopra,
facilitated by Ginny Stein –
Saturday 24 March 2018.

Literary Lounge: Reporting
on Trauma with Ginger
Gorman, facilitated by Karen
Middleton ¬- 5 April 2018.
‘Skin and Bone’ by Orana
Steiner School students
and teacher Jane Watson
– Thursday 5 April and
Saturday 7 April 2018.
Poems for the Human
Condition featuring: Claudia
Cresswell, Jo Wilson-Ridely,
Sarah Rice and Jen Webb –
Saturday 14 April 2018.
The Final Hours creative vigil
– 29 April 2018.
Screening of ‘Guilty’ and
filmmakers’ talk with
Matthew Sleeth and Maggie
Miles – 29 April 2018.

Photo: Martin Ollman, Woden Valley Youth Choir performing
at the opening of Another Day in Paradise, 2018.

JUST LIKE
CLOCKWORK
In June, 22 children aged between 7
and 14 years took to the TAC Theatre
stage to perform their very own
musical to two sell-out audiences.
Over six months, this talented
group had self-devised, written and
produced Just Like Clockwork in
response to the Centre’s annual
theme ‘Entropy,’ under the expert
guidance of Tim and Nathalie Bevitt.
Designed to provide an accessible performance
development opportunity to children in southern
Canberra, the Just Like Clockwork project instilled
participants with new confidence and creativity,
developing their skills across writing, drama, song
and dance as well as building capacity for creative
thinking and teamwork.

In the beginning they were quite timid and
conventional in their ideas, but through creating a
safe place, they were able to realise that they could
go beyond the normal expectations of what children
are capable of and take risks with their ideas. This
enabled many of the children to develop confidence
not only with their own idea making but also for their
ability to voice their opinions in front of their peers
without fear. They were also able to experience the
process of contributing ideas and not necessarily
having them used but instead creating ’sparks’ for
others to build on.’
‘Just like Clockwork would never have been the
performance it was without it being a child centred
project. The children’s contributions shaped and
directed the story, characters and lyrics in ways that
would not have been possible with only an adult’s
viewpoint. Each child, through their ideas, personality
and abilities, shaped the performance to become the
success it was.’

“

THIS WAS A REALLY GREAT ROGRAM THAT
MY DAUGHTER JUMPED OUT OF BED EACH

Reflecting on the project, Tim and Nathalie said,
‘This program has been able to deliver a space for
all the children’s voices to be heard and to create
their own ideas and develop their divergent thinking
capabilities. The richness of the task has meant that
the participants have had to understand the value of
short term and long term goals and strategies and the
process of achieving them.’

SATURDAY TO ATTEND. THE FACILITATORS

‘By continuing to encourage the children to realise
the self-devised nature of the project, it has allowed
them to take it to places of their own choosing.

THE ACT GOVERNMENT TO SUPPORT THIS

WERE EXCELLENT AND THE PROGRAM
WAS FUN AND CREATIVE. MY DAUGHTER
DEVELOPED NEW SKILLS AND SOCIAL
SKILLS AND MADE MANY NEW FRIENDS.
I WOULD SUPPORT TAC TO RUN THIS OR A
SIMILAR PROGRAM AGAIN AND ENCOURAGE
PROGRAM.
		

”

– PARENT

Photo: Martin Ollman, Just Like Clockwork,
an original musical, written, developed and
performed by local children with Tim and Nathalie
Bevitt, in response to Tuggeranong Arts Centre’s
2018 theme ‘Entropy’.

Artwork: Luke Cornish (ELK), Dora En Aleppo,
2017. Limited edition giclee print on acid free
archival paper.

GALLERY
PROGRAM
Throughout 2018, TAC continued
to present a diverse and innovative
program of exhibitions across our
three gallery spaces. In line with
TAC’s support of artistic endeavour
at all levels, our exhibitors spanned
school and community groups,
emerging and mid-career artists,
and established artists with national
and international profiles.
Our 2018 exhibition program took inspiration from
the Centre’s annual theme ‘Entropy’ exploring a wide
range of local and global issues and considering art’s
ability to construct and deconstruct our universe. At
the heart of the program was the touring exhibition
Another Day in Paradise.
Another high profile exhibition in 2018 was No Place
Like Home, featuring works by nationally-renowned
stencil artist Luke Cornish (ELK) whose current
practice is focussed on the war ravaged streets of
Syria, and the individuals caught in the conflict.
A new collaboration with Craft ACT brought together
local and interstate craft and design artists Ruby
Berry, Melinda Heal, and Sally Mumford in Traversing
Tidbinbilla, which resulted from Craft ACT’s inaugural
Spring residency at Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve.
Similarly, InTransit by Untethered Fibre Artists Inc.
brought together 40 artworks by textile artists from
across NSW and ACT.

Audiences flocked to the Centre to support
exhibitions by other established artists based in
or with strong connections to Canberra including,
photographer Martin Ollman, landscape painter Phil
Ryan, and sculpture and installation artists Dan Moor,
Nicci Haynes and Tom Buckland.
The Centre continued to support artist development
through a range of awards and initiatives with
exhibitions by Amandeep Kaur, recipient of the ANU
School of Art Emerging Arts Support Scheme award,
and Rhonda Castle, winner of the TAC Exhibition
Award at Sculpture in the Paddock Yass.
The right of artists with disability to be included,
recognised and applauded within the community
was asserted in Hinterland – an exhibition presented
by Tulgeen Disability Service’s Art in the Garage
program. Meanwhile, an exhibition by Afghani
refugee Hangama Obaidullah put the spotlight on
refugee and women’s rights.
The artistic vibrancy of youth was the focus in the
My Human Condition Youth Portrait Prize, sponsored
by Aulich, as well as, exhibitions by the Messengers
program and St. Mary MacKillop College. And a new
collaboration with Bonython Primary School offered
students a hands on learning experience as they took
part in the development, curation and installation of
their own exhibition.
In addition to viewing the many exhibitions on offer,
audiences relished the opportunity to engage more
deeply with visual art and artists in 2018 through
a wide range of workshops, artist talks, tours and
other opportunities. In total, the galleries saw works
exhibited by 76 artists and well over 250 students
and young people.

FRESH
FUNK
CELEBRATES
18 YEARS
2018 saw the coming-of-age of Fresh
Funk, as the program celebrated 18
years of creative and energetic dance
as Canberra’s first and leading urban
dance program.
Fresh Funk kicked off the year with an additional
class added to the timetable, bringing the total to 21
classes being offered in Tuggeranong and Gungahlin,
as well as our continuing boys program at St. Mary
Mackillop College.
In June, twelve advanced junior dancers worked with
the CACD program and Mr Tim, performing in the
Just Like Clockwork project. The musical theatre tied
in well with Fresh Funk's end-of-semester production
of “Beauty and the Beast” at Erindale Theatre, where
we featured our lead dancer Jessica Gowing singing
live on stage.

Photo: Martin Ollman, The Hunger Games,
Fresh Funk’s end-of-year show at Erindale
Theatre, 2018.

In August, the program's artistic director Leena Wall
travelled with a group of 8 dancers to the En Dance
intensives in Tokyo, Japan. This experience was a new
one, with a great deal of new contacts made and
styles learnt which are now being incorporated into
Fresh Funk’s classes and choreography.

Semester two was an especially busy one as the
dancers worked towards our special 18th birthday
event, a choreographic showcase at The Street
Theatre on Saturday 27 October. ‘18’ was a showcase
of new works by Fresh Funk dancers now
working professionally across Australia, including
Rob McLean, David McLean and Sinan Amin from
The Dream Dance Company, Jack May, director of
Momentum Dance Studios in Melbourne, and more.
The show was made up of ten original compositions
with striking choreography and bold narratives. Each
choreographer returned to Canberra for a short
intensive at Fresh Funk with select dancers to create
their individual works. Dancers were privileged to
experience a range of teaching methods, tasks and
techniques in the creation process, thereby getting
some insight into the professional dance industry
from choreographers who were once in their position
as young Fresh Funk participants. The process of
engaging students in narrative development based
on real life situations remains a core part of the Fresh
Funk philosophy, and this came through very strongly
in the resulting showcase.
The year ended on another high with the end-ofsemester show “The Hunger Games” which was
a darkly powerful interpretation of the book and
movie series, and demonstrating the TAC theme of
Entropy. This show incorporated large-scale video
components, acrobatic choreography, battle scenes
and special lighting effects which resulted in the most
dynamic show yet for Fresh Funk. It was a fitting and
spectacular way to end a huge year.

MESSENGERS
PROGRAM
If ever there was an arts program
significantly influencing and
changing the lives of creative
teenagers across the ACT - it is the
Messengers Program. The longevity
of the program has not only enabled
thousands of young people to
participate, it has also allowed
the program to respond to new
challenges faced by adolescents.
For over 18 years this life-affirming program, first
funded through a suicide prevention initiative, has
provided young people from the age of 12 years with
creative respite from the complex pressures
of navigating adolescence.
The 18 year long journey was celebrated with an
exhibition and showcase on 15 November, inviting
previous staff and participants to share their journey
and celebrate the positive influence that Messengers
has had on their lives.
One of the program’s most influential managers was
Dr Garry Fry, who was instrumental in the program’s
transition from small art program in the Valley to
becoming a recognised early intervention program.

Photo: Martin Ollman, at the opening of
Always Hope, an exhibition of work by
students of the Messengers Program, 2018.

Garry shared his story of building the program to
enhance creative skills in young people, thus enabling
them to explore and tell their stories, whilst providing
them with professional psychological support and
intervention. This work is still continuing today.
A highlight of the celebrations was a very moving
presentation by a previous participant. Now a young
mother herself, she spoke about the difference the
Messengers program made in the past, during a
terrible period when her family was falling apart.
She said the program gave her respite for her to be
herself and explore different forms of creativity- a
much needed distraction. Until this day the skills she
learned play an important role as she builds a better
life for herself and now her son.
Over the years some amazing creative abilities have
been discovered and nurtured, creating vocational
pathways for some brighter futures for others.
Countless artists, theatre-makers, musicians and
filmmakers have either worked in the program
or learned their creative skills by participating in
Messengers.
Much appreciation goes to the ACT Government’s
Community Services Directorate, Inclusion
& Participation Unit for their supportive and
collaborative approach when working with TCAA
and Messengers.

COMMUNITY
ARTS AND
CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT
In 2018, TAC’s Community Arts
and Cultural Development program
continued to deliver a wide range
of projects across its three core
program streams; Invisible Borders,
Spaces & Places, and First Nations
Arts. These projects furthered the
Centre’s long term focus on the
development of new audiences for
community arts and cultural activity
in Tuggeranong and beyond, working
with diverse communities across
many different art forms.
The program delivered more than 70 workshops
by 22 different artists encompassing visual arts,
literature, theatre, dance, and film. Major projects
in the CACD program were The Human Condition
suite of public programs and the Just Like Clockwork
children’s musical program. In addition to these,
highlights of the program included:
HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
Street artists Mistery (Matthew Peet) and Smalls
(James Small) worked with 10 youth from the
Tuggeranong region to devise and paint a mural on
the north wall of the Arts Centre exploring concepts

of home and belonging. The week long program gave
participants a chance to develop skills in street art,
build capacity for working collaboratively,
and creatively express their place in the world.
ILBIJERRI THEATRE WORKSHOPS
Alongside their production Which Way Home,
ILBIJERRI Theatre Company’s cast and creative team
members Katie Beckett, Kamahi Djordon King,
and Rachael Maza delivered a series of community
workshops in visual arts, writing, and theatre. These
workshops provided an opportunity for the local
community to connect with and learn from some of
Australia’s leading Indigenous creative practitioners.
PLAYING WITH COLOUR AND NATURE
Playing with Colour and Nature was an interactive
exhibition for toddlers, offering hours of interactive
fun for kids aged 0-4years and their carers. The
exhibition and associated workshops were developed
and delivered by artist Anne-Marie Jean, who was
Artist-in-Residence with her daughter Camille at
Lanyon Historic Homestead in 2018. The exhibition
brought all the fun, colour and texture of nature into
the gallery, inviting toddlers and infants to play and
create with the colourful sculptural artwork.
RECONCILIATION DAY
TAC celebrated the ACT’s inaugural Reconciliation
Day public holiday with a free community screening
of the film Zach’s Ceremony. Special guest Zach
Doomadgee joined the community to talk about the
experience of filming his coming-of-age as a young
Aboriginal man living between modern Sydney and
his country in remote Queensland.

Photo: Playing with Colour and Nature
exhibition by Anne-Marie Jean,
installation shot, 2018.

PERFORMANCE
PROGRAM
The Arts Centre once again presented
a diverse and dynamic program of
live performances in 2018. Spanning
blues, classical music, contemporary
opera, cabaret, dance, theatre, literary
talks and more, the program offered
audiences a wide variety of options.
A stand-out audience favourite was the talented and
hilarious Constantina Bush, the female alter-ego of
actor and artist Kamahi Djordon King. Captivating
audiences with her unique blend of comedic
narration, powerful vocals, and beguiling looks, this
leggy babe from the bush had a crowded Hunting
Lodge begging for more. Constantina’s performance
was part of a two-day program of workshops and
performances with Melbourne’s ILBIJERRI Theatre
Company. On the main stage, Katie Beckett’s road trip
drama about family and country, Which Way Home,
played to enraptured audiences who relished in the
play’s heartfelt telling of a young Aboriginal woman’s
fraught but loving relationship with her single father.
Also taking up residence in the Theatre were Revival
House Project with their experimental, contemporary
song cycle A Portrait of Mary, Queen of Scots.
The performances featured an operatic repertoire
inspired by the Scottish queen alongside live drawings
projected onto bespoke, tudor-inspired costumes.
Photo: Peter Hislop, A Portrait of Mary, Queen
of Scots performance by Revival House Project,
Tuggeranong Theatre, 2018.

Opera in a Nutshell: La Traviata, which opened the
2018 Twilight Classical Concert Series, also presented

opera in a unique format offering all the juicy bits
and big hits of Verdi’s classic. It was followed by
Mystery and Magic at Twilight starring some of the
ANU School of Music’s most promising rising stars,
and A European Odyssey with the ever popular New
England Ensemble.
Meanwhile on the Literary Lounge social justice
journalist Ginger Gorman and author Briohny Doyle
had plenty of thought-provoking ideas to share.
Gorman discussed the intricacies and sensitivities
of reporting on trauma with fellow journalist
Karen Middleton. While Doyle shared her sombre
observations on the changing nature of adulthood
and impending climate catastrophe.
For jazz and blues fans, the year kicked off with the
wall shaking Backsliders performing to a sold-out
Theatre in April. In August, Dom Turner returned, this
time with The Turner Brown Band, his collaboration
with Ohio (USA)-based slide guitarist Nikki D. Brown.
And then in November, audiences got into their swing
dancing groove with Lulu Swing and The Feulers
as part of the SouthFest Tuggeranong community
festival.
Emerging local artists also shared their talents with
special events in the Hunting Lodge. Afghani refugee
Hangama Obaidullah curated and presented a unique
women’s forum ‘Dark Histories, Bright Futures’ as
part of Refugee Week. Meanwhile, a fundraising
event with local drag and burlesque performers
helped drag queen MadB travel to Sydney to compete
in the Miss First Nation Finals.
The year ended with The Big Bang, TAC’s end of year
party with entertainment by duo Dom Lavers and Ben
Cumming, and Yucky the Drag Queen.

THE TAC
COMMUNITY

A Gender Agenda, Abdul-Rahman Abdullah, Aids Action Council, Aisha Ward, Al Phemister, Alfredo Lango,
Amandeep Kaur, Amnesty International, Andrew Lorenz, Anne Warren, Anne-Marie Jean, Annette Schneider,
Ariel Chou, Aruna Anderson, As Famous as the Moon, Aulich, Barak Zelig , Barbara Baikie, Barbie Robinson,
Bec Sellick, Belconnen Community Service, Belinda Mason, Ben Cumming , Ben Quilty, Bernard Nitya
Parker, Blaide Lallemand, Bonython Primary School, Briohny Doyle, Brooke McEachern, Caitlin GwynnJones, Campbell High School, Campbelltown Arts Centre, Canberra Raiders, Canberra Short Film Festival,
Canberra Southern Cross Club, Capital Brewing, Caroline Ambrus, Caroline Chisholm, Caroline Phengrasmy,
Casey Johnson, Catherine Atkinson, Chanelle Smith, Chena Ferguson, Christine Scott, Christopher Lincoln
Bogg , Claudia Cresswell, Colin Milner, Colleen Rae-Gerrard, Communities At Work, Dallas Sessions, Dan
Moor, Danica Spitaler, David McLean, David Pereira, David Santolin, Dianna Nixon, Dominic Lavers, Dr
Amanda Porter, Electra Powerhouse, Ella Luhtasaari, Erindale College, Erindale Theatre, Evol McLeod, Faith
Stellmaker, Garrett Kelly, Ginger Gorman, Ginny Stein, Glen Ryan, Gold Creek High, Gretel Burgess, Hangama
Obaidullah, Hannah Miners, Harrison School, Heather Moore, Helena Popovic, Holly Grace, Honey Boom,
Hue MacCulloch, ILBIJERRI Theatre Company, Irfan Master, Isaiah Chadwick, Jack May, Jackie Malins, Jadzia
Rebolledo, Jagath Dheerasekara, James Small (Smalls), Janis Laurs, Jazmin bell, Jen Webb, Jenny Blake,
Jess Bui, Jess Higgins, Jessica Bui, Jessica Gowing , Jessica Smith, Jim Moginie, Jo Wilson-Ridley, Joy Burch,
Judith Collette, Julia Higgs, Julian McMahon, Kamahi Djordon King , Karen Middleton, Karralika Therapeutic
Community, Katie Beckett, Katrina Tang , Khaled Sabsabi, Kim Beamish, Lake Tuggeranong College, Larry
Brandy, Linus Lee, Liz Lea, Long Rail Gully Wines, Louise Keast, Lucile Carson, Luke Cornish (ELK), Lulu
Swing , St Mary MacKillop College, MadB, Maggie Miles, Margaret Kalms, Margot Date, Marissa McDowell,
Mark Davis, Martin Ollman, Matthew Peet (Mistery), Matthew Sleeth, Max Burgess, Megan Cope, Melinda
Heal, Melissa Markos, Mia Huang , Mina Zaki, Monica Moore Trio, Mude, Mura Lanyon Community Service,
Myuran Sukumaran, Namadji School, Nathalie Bevitt, Nathan Lester, National Science Week, Nicci Haynes,
Nigel Featherstone, Noah Gorrell, Off Campus School, Oliver Ashley, Orana Steiner School, Patrick Haesler,
PCYC Youth Diversion Programs, Pete Lyon, Phil Ryan, Rachael Maza, Rachel Bilal, Rachel Corsini, Rachel
Develin, Radford College, Raji, Chinthu and Brintha Sukumaran, Rebecca Selleck, Renald Navilly, Revival
House Project, Rhonda Castle, Robert Harris, Robert McLean, Ruby Berry, Ruth Giddy, Ryder Gavin, Sally
Mumford, Sam Herring , Sarah Evans-Malone, Sarah Rice, Sarah St Vincent Welsh, Sarahlouise Owens, Selina
Walker, Shags, Shannon Hanrahan, Shikara Ringdahl, Shirahni Mudaliar, Sian Watson, Sidestage, Siena Di
Giovanni-Arundell, Sinan Amin, SouthFest, The Street Theatre, St. Mary MacKillop College, Sui Jackson,
Tasneem Chopra, Taya Papworth, The Backsliders, The Fuelers, The Street Theatre, Tim Bevitt, Tim Walshe,

Photo: Martin Ollman, at the opening of Messengers
18th Birthday celebrations Always Hope, 2018.

Tom Buckland, Tony Steel, Tuggeranong Child & Family Centre, Tuggeranong Community Council, Turner
Brown Band, Untethered Fibre Artists, Wendy Lorenz, Woden Valley Youth Choir, Yona Su, Yucky the Drag
Queen, Zach Doomadgee.

CONTACT US:
www.tuggeranongarts.com
info@tuggeranongarts.com
02 6293 1443

SPONSORS

Artwork: A collaborative mural at the Tuggeranong Arts
Centre created with street artists Matt Peet (Mistery)
and James Small (Smalls) in May 2018.

